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 Even more than any previous version of Farming Simulator, Farming Simulator 15 truly reflects the passion of farmers and aims to simulate and create a truly immersive experience.As the number one farming simulation in the world, Farming Simulator 16 adds a wealth of new game modes, new cities and a host of improvements to your farm. This is the game that immerse you in the life of a
farmer! Features•The ultimate open world farming experience.•More than 30,000 square kilometers of fields and natural habitats.•The world of Farming Simulator is your oyster: cultivate the most beautiful fields on the planet, from the most vivid cities to the wildest nature.•Grow crops that are more than life-like. They respond to the environment and to the behavior of livestock.•Hundreds of

vehicles allow you to get around your farm and do whatever you want.•Saves your progress to the cloud. This is the world of Farming Simulator. Come and start your career as a farmer! Say goodbye to conventional farming!With more than 400 different crops and 4 different disciplines, Farming Simulator offers unique game experiences. You’ll grow vegetables, fruits, herbs and nuts on a beautiful
and varied 3D world. Did you know that you can control your farm? Use your tractor and trailer to move your crops from one field to another. Grow crops that make you a top earner. At the same time, you’ll have more than 60 different job offers. Fill orders, make deliveries and sell products. Features:•More than 400 crops with an average yield of 4,000,000 points per hectare!•Grow crops in 4

distinct disciplines: vegetables, fruits, herbs and nuts. Each have their own set of market possibilities, but also their own tasks to perform, making farming much more fun.•More than 60 different jobs at your disposal, ranging from delivery services to selling products in a retail or petrol station.•Interact with the virtual environment thanks to the new crowd simulation.•Choose between a harvestable
and a non-harvestable farm, allowing you to enjoy farming even more.•Create your own career in the fully customizable Career Mode.•More than 10 different cars to help you in your daily tasks.•Multiple trailers for bigger deliveries. Discover the world of Farming Simulator and start your career as a farmer! Come and grow more than 100,000 different crops in the world of Farming Simulator!In the

great Farming Simulator series, more 82157476af
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